
THE CROWN

The Crown epitomizes versatility and style in a four-foot straight bar design. Designed specifically to address 

customer suggestions for a smaller footprint, it is crafted with the same features found in our original curved bar. 

Mix and match components to create a bar that reflects your unique taste and personality.

INTRODUCING

DIMENSIONS

4’ Straight Bar

Weight: 175 lbs.

Length: 52”

Height: 44”

Depth: 34”

Stunning Home Entertainment Bars

STANDARD FEATURES FOR CUSTOMIZATION

1. Select your countertop

2. Choose the leather color

3. Pick your corner style
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Our New Designs can be ordered as a Do-It-Yourself Kit (DIY) or fully assembled and ready to use. Choose from 

various countertop designs, solid wood corners, and leather panels to match your favorite room or outdoor patio. A 

complete catalog of all the selection options can be viewed online or in a brochure format upon request.

Available as Do-It-Yourself Kits

CONTACT US

Bar U Topia will transform your bar dreams into reality. Our team of experts will collaborate closely with you to 

ensure that your unique vision is brought to life in a bar that meets or exceeds your expectations. Please call 

1-800-205-0168 for more information or to inquire about placing an order.
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Stunning Home Entertainment Bars

   1. BAR TOPS

Our bar tops are produced with 

durable exterior plywood that is 

waterproof. The tops are finished 

using automotive primer, design 

colors, and an automotive topcoat 

by hydro-dipping. 

   2. LEATHER TILES

The leather tiles we use are 

stain-resistant and can shed 

moisture. We recommend you protect 

the bar with a fitted outdoor cover 

to maintain its pristine condition.

   3. CORNERS

All corners are produced using 

Mahogany or Teak wood. Either 

species provides durability and can 

be finished in your choice of color 

options.

3 Ways to Customize
Personalize Your Bar: Yours to Customize, Yours to Enjoy.

1. Select your countertop.     2. Choose the Leather color     3. Pick your corner style.


